MIL-STD 810F requirements. The Elitebook was designed to meet these requirements and is tough enough to handle shock, moisture, dust, vibration and exposure to temperatures of up to 105°F. The new Elitebook tablet PC—smaller, thinner, lighter, more versatile, stylish—is all this in a compact tablet notebook that’s just 18.6mm thin.

It’s tough. The Elitebook was designed to meet MIL-STD 810F requirements. These include a series of tough, military-standard tests that measure resistance to shock, moisture, dust, vibration and exposure to temperatures of up to 105°F. All this in a compact tablet notebook that’s just 18.6mm thin.

Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Lore Voltage technology. Two excellent bet processors to choose from—the Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Low Voltage (LV) processor for longer battery life, or the Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Low Voltage (LV) processor for enhanced system performance.

Enhanced mobility with extended battery options. You can choose from a variety of battery options, including the optional HP 2700 Ultra-Slim Battery, the HP 2700 Ultra-Capacity Battery, and the HP 2700 Ultra-Durable Battery. The HP 2700 Ultra-Capacity Battery provides up to 15 hours of battery life, while the HP 2700 Ultra-Durable Battery provides up to 20 hours of battery life. The HP 2700 Ultra-Capacity Battery also includes a reserve power feature, which allows you to extend the battery life of your notebook even further.

Bright, Efficient, Tough. A full-color widescreen integrated HP Elitebook Ultra-thin LED technology, the 12.1-inch widescreen display delivers vibrant, lighter, and more energy-efficient than traditional CCFL displays. The chemically-strengthened glass top cover provides improved durability and excellent retention for smooth, natural writing. Excellent viewing experience. The ultra-wide viewing angle delivers excellent image quality and visibility, making it easier for you to view and share onscreen materials. The optional outdoor view display delivers less reflection and higher contrast so there is a significantly better display appearance when viewing in bright light outdoor and indoor conditions.

Hardware requirements for Intel 64 architecture require a computer system with a processor, chipset, BIOS, operating system, device drivers and applications enabled for Intel® 64 technology. Processors will not operate (including 32-bit operation in a 64-bit operating system) in a 32-bit operating system environment. The HP 2700 Ultra-Durable Battery includes a reserve power feature, which allows you to extend the battery life of your notebook even further.

HP recommends Windows Vista® Business.
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Outstanding reliability with HP DuraCase
Inspired by aircraft construction, HP DuraCase offers a honeycomb patterned magnesium shell within the display case that is thermally bonded to aluminum for supreme durability in a lightweight package. And for maximum durability and protection for your notebook, the screen and top cover are clad in wear and tear-resistant high density nylon fabric. HP DuraFinish is enhanced with HP DuraWash on its surfaces. And with HP 2D DriveGuard, you receive the mix of protection to prevent loss of components or loss of data and you protect your notebook from system failures caused by operational shock.

So easy to use with HP QuickLook 2
HP QuickLook 2 allows you to quickly access email, calendar, contacts with just a flick of the touchpad or click. Getting your information takes as little as 10 to 15 seconds from sleep mode.

Also includes integrated webcam and Business Card Reader software for easy scanning of business cards into your contacts database.

Enhanced security with HP SpareKey
In the event that you have forgotten your password, HP SpareKey will identify you by asking 3 personal questions. That makes secure access simple yet convenient.

Other security features include, HP File Sanitizer that permanently destroys selected files and folders, so that it is not easily recovered and even Time Encryption for HP PenTablet that encodes all your information on the hard drive volume making it unreadable to unauthorised person.

HP recommends Windows Vista® Business.

KEY FEATURES

HP 2700 Ultra-Slim Expansion Base
Part No: BD025AA

HP Memory DDR2 800 MHz
Part No: GD229AA
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HP 2700 4-cell Battery
Part No: BD025AA

HP 2700 4-cell Ultra-Slim Battery
Part No: BD025AA

HP 1-Bay Battery Charging Station
Part No: RX932AA

HP 250GB Pocket Media Drive
Part No: KT292AA/KT293AA/KT294AA

HP Memory DDR2 800 MHz
Part No: GD229AA

HP 2700 Ultra-Slim Expansion Base
Part No: BD025AA

HP Memory DDR2 800 MHz
Part No: GD229AA
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HP 2700 4-cell Battery
Part No: BD025AA

HP 2700 4-cell Ultra-Slim Battery
Part No: BD025AA

HP 1-Bay Battery Charging Station
Part No: RX932AA

HP Battery Adapter Kit
Part No: RX932AA

HP Kensington Security Cable Lock
Part No: T11155

HP USB Optical Travel Mouse
Part No: WW908AA

HP UNIVERSAL ACCESSORIES
HP offers you a comprehensive range of accessories to enhance and enrich your computing experience.

Security options – Keeping your data and notebook safe.

HP Kensington Security Cable Lock
Part No: T11155

HP USB Optical Travel Mouse
Part No: WW908AA

HP recommends Windows Vista® Business.